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the total (unpolarized) emission intensities of the 0 -»•_/' (x"y y", 
and z") transitions according to eq A17, where Pq/ls the transition 
frequency. 

v0/D(0J) (A17) 

The magnetic circularly polarized luminescence (MCPL) in
tensity (AI) of the Q—j transition will be governed by eq A18.18 

AI « V0j*[D.(0J) - D+(OJ)] (A 18) 

We have, then, for the |0) — \x"), \y"), and \z") 5 D 0 — 7 F 1 

transitions 

AI(O,x,r) cx 2 P 0 A M 2 

AI(Oy") cc -2V0ZeM2 

AI(0,z") = 0 

(A19) 

(A20) 

(A21) 

The influence of i/c f(2,l) ^ 0 on the intensity analysis A6-A8), 
above would be to (1) redistribute the total luminescence intensity 
(I) among the |0) - * \x"), \y"), and \z") transitions causing some 
intensity asymmetry between the |0) - • \x") and |0) —• \y") 
transitions and (2) induce some M C P L intensity (AI) in the |0> 
- » \z") transition as well as causing |A/(0 ,x") | ^ \AI(0,y'\ 

Given our first-order treatment of magnetic field effects (see 
eq A6-A8) , eq A l 9 and A20 show M C P L intensity to be linear 
in the magnetic field strength H. On the other hand, eq A 15-Al 7 
show that the total luminescence intensities will exhibit a field 
dependence only when |e| - * 1 (i.e., when |A!(2,2)| «= g^H). 

Classification of Spectra According to Cases I, II, and III of 
Section II (See Main Text). In section II of the main text three 
special cases are defined for the purpose of classifying the observed 
M C P L / T L spectra obtained for the Eu(/3-diketonate)3 systems. 
This is a relatively "low-resolution" classification scheme with 
respect to making spectra-structure correlations, but it suffices 
for distinguishing between dominant axial or dominant nonaxial 
symmetry in the systems under study. Here we apply this clas
sification scheme to the 5D 0 - • 7F1 transition by using the analysis 
developed in this Appendix. Neglecting the low-symmetry H^l,!) 
crystal field component, we can make the following comments 
regarding cases I, H, and III. 

Case I. This case corresponds to Hcf(2,2) » Hc[(2,0) and |«| 
« 1. The TL spectrum should show three well-resolved bands 
with energies and relative intensities given by 

i O) -»• I/) 

10)-» Ix") 
10)-* \y") 
!O)-* Iz") \E: 

IAiS0;! 

+ A,(2,2)l 
- A 1 (2,2)1 

1(.0,J)Iv0J* 

M2 

M2 

M2 

The MCPL spectrum should show just to well-resolved bands with 
intensities AI(0,x") « 2P0^eM2 and AI(Oy") cc -2V0^(M2. This 
case also admits /f c f(2, l) ^ 0, the effects of which are to give 
the |0) -»• \z") transition some (weak) M C P L intensity and to 
cause both intensity and transition energy asymmetry in the TL 
spectrum. 

Case II. This case corresponds to Hc!(2,0) » Hc!{2,2) and |ej 
> 1. In this case both the TL and M C P L spectra should exhibit 
a strong magnetic field dependence according to 

i0> -» l/> \&E„j\ 

10)-+Ix") \E°- ' / ,(1 + e2)A ;(2,0) + 
2gMBHel 

1O)-^Iy") l ^ - ' / j d + e 2 )A, (2 ,0 ) -
2gvBHe\ 

1O)^Iz") LE1
0 + A1 (2,0)1 

1(0,J)Iv9J* 

(e2 + I)M2 

(e2 + I )M 2 

M2 

AZ(O1Z)Av/4 

2eM2 

-2eM 2 

0 

The energy separation between the |0) - • \x") and |0) - * \y") 
transitions is linearly dependent upon Ht, collapsing to (near) zero 
when H=O. In this case, corresponding to the presence of a very 
strong axially symmetric crystal field component, both the tran
sition frequencies and the intensity distributions within the 5 D 0 

-»• 7 F 1 TL spectrum will exhibit a strong magnetic field depen
dence. 

Case III. This case corresponds to # c f(2,2) > Hcl{2,0) and \t\ 
> 1. In this case the transitions are characterized approximately 
by 

10) -> l/> 

10)^ Ix") 

10) - • \y") 

10)^ Iz") 

IAiF0J-I 

IJF1
0 + ( l - e 3 ) A 1 ( 2 , 2 ) + 

2gu-BHe\ 
l £ ' 1 ° - ( l - e 2 ) A 1 ( 2 ( 2 ) -

2gliBHe\ 
\E°\ 

1(OJ)Iv0J* 

(e3 + I)M2 

(e2 + I)M2 

M2 

M(OJW0J* 

2eM2 

-2eM2 

0 

From this analysis it is clear that the |0) - • I*-") and |0) - • 
Lv") components of the 5D0 - • 7F1 M C P L / T L spectra can provide 
effective probes of Hd(2,0) and Hcf(2,2). The |0) - * \z") com
ponent can provide yet additional information about //cf{2,0) and 
HQ^2,2), as well as about iVcf(2,l). 

An Unexpectedly Strong Hydrogen Bond: Ab Initio 
Calculations and Spectroscopic Studies of Amide-Fluoride 
Systems 
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Abstract: Ab inito LCAO-MO-SCF calculations have been performed on the formamide-fluoride, acetamide-fluoride and 
methylformamide-fluoride complexes to determine their equilibrium structures and the strength of the amide-fluoride hydrogen 
bond. At ca. 148 kJ mol"1 it is the second strongest hydrogen bond known. The results of IR, 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopic 
studies on solutions of alkali metal fluorides in these amides support this finding. Possible biochemical implications of this 
strong hydrogen bond are briefly discussed. 

Strong hydrogen bonding is now recognized as a chemical 
interaction that is clearly distinguishable from normal hydrogen 

bonding by a variety of measurements: short bond lengths, high 
bond energies, large IR band shifts, and large downfield chemical 
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shifts in the 1H NMR spectrum.2 

Ab initio calculations have been performed on several systems 
including H(HC02)2",3 HCl2",4 H3O2",5 and H5O2

+,6 for which 
the results indicate unusually high bond energies, generally in 
excess of 100 kJ mol"1. Similarly, the difluoride ion, HF2

- , has 
been found to have a bond energy in the region of 200 kJ mol"1;7 

other very strong hydrogen bonds involving the fluoride ion for 
which ab initio values are available are RCO 2HP (R = H, CH3)7 

and HOHF-.8 The amide-fluoride hydrogen bond, however, has 
not previously been reported upon. 

Formamide, acetamide, and their ./V-methyl derivatives are the 
simplest models for the peptide linkage, RNH-COR', which occurs 
throughout the polypeptide chains of all proteins. Consequently 
much effort has recently been devoted to investigating the 
structure, bonding, and spectra of these molecules by means of 
ab initio calculations.9-17 Their biologically important hydrogen 
bonding properties have attracted a lot of attention, with ab initio 
calculations on the formamide dimer,18-21 formamide-
water,19'20,22-24 formamide-ammonia,25 formamide-glyoxal,26 and 
formamide-hydrogen sulfide26 complexes. 

We now report that the hydrogen bonds between P and the 
simple amides formamide, acetamide, and methylformamide are 
stronger than any of these other amide hydrogen bonds and are 
stronger that those in the RCO 2 HP and H O H P complexes; 
indeed they come second only to HF2

- itself. This finding may 
have important biochemical implications. 

Theoretical Details 

Ab initio LCAO-MO-SCF calculations were performed on 
formamide, acetamide, and methylformamide, their conjugate base 
anions, and their complexes with fluoride by using a version of 

the program GAUSSIAN 7027 which has been modified to accom
modate 75 contracted basis functions and level shifters.28 Partial 
geometry optimizations (bond lengths to within ±1 pm, bond 
angles to within ±0.1°) were carried out with the ST0-3G basis 
set29 by using standard univariate quadratic interpolation methods. 
The hydrogen bond energies were evaluated by using Dunning's 
[4s2p/2slp] extended Gaussian basis set30 with an s orbital scaling 
factor of 21/2 and a p orbital exponent of 0.7 for the amide protons 
(except in the amido anions), while the scaling factors and p 
exponents for the other protons were all set to unity. This basis 
set is sufficiently complete to yield hydrogen bond energies which 
are stable against further basis set extensions7 and against "ghost 
orbital" corrections.3 Single-determinantal SCF wave functions 
are generally adequate for calculating the energies of strong 
hydrogen bonds between closed-shell molecules since the molecular 
extra correlation energy contributes only ca. 5% and the zero-point 
vibrational correlations are of a similar magnitude.8'31,32 

(i) Formamide-Fluoride. The recent electron diffraction 
structure for HCONH2 by Kitano and Kuchitsu was used.33 With 
the assumption that the N - H - F hydrogen bond is linear, the 
geometry of HCONH2P was optimized to /CNH' = 106.1°, R00 

= 125 pm, /?CN = 136 pm, i?Nff = 104 pm, ./?NH =151 pm, and 
RHF = 99 pm with the hydrogen bond trans to the carbonyl group 
(1) and to /CNH' = 107.8°, i?co = 125 pm, R0N = 136 pm, /?NH< 
= 104 pm, i?NH = 152 pm, and /?HF = 98 pm with the hydrogen 
bond cis to the carbonyl group (2). The intermediate structure 
(3), corresponding to the transition state for transfer of fluoride 

H H . hT H H ^ H' 
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between the two amide protons, was also optimized, yielding RCo 
= 123 pm, /JCN = 139 pm, /?NH = 102 pm, and RH? = 200 pm. 
The optimized structure of the formamido anion, HCONH", was 
found to have /?NH = 105 pm, J?CN = 135 pm, RCo = 126.5 pm, 
and ZCNH = 102.1°, with the amido proton cis to the carbonyl 
group (4). 

(ii) Acetamide-Fluoride. The recent electron diffraction 
structure for CH3CONH2 by Kitano and Kuchitsu was used,34 

and the rotamer of CH3CONH2 with the carbonyl group eclipsed 
by a methyl C-H bond was verified to be the most stable con
formation. For CH3CONH2P we found /CNH' = 105.6°, Rc0 

= 126 pm, i?CN = 137 pm, J?NH< = 104 pm, i?NH =151 pm, and 
/?HF = 99 pm; the structure with fluoride bonded trans to the 
carbonyl group, as in 1, which is itself eclipsed by a methyl C-H 
bond, was found to be optimal. The optimized structure of the 
acetamido anion, CH3CONH-, was found to have J?NH = 105 pm, 
/?CN = 136 pm, R00 = 127 pm, and ZCNH = 101.7°, with the 
amido proton cis to the carbonyl group, as in 4, and the C-N bond 
eclipsed by a methyl C-H bond. 

(iii) Methylformamide-Fluoride. The recent electron diffraction 
structure for HCON(CH3)H by Kitano and Kuchitsu was used,34 

and the most stable conformation of HCON(CH3)H was verified 
to have the iV-methyl group cis to the carbonyl group with an 
TV-methyl C - H bond eclipsing the N-H bond. For HCON 
( C H 3 ) H P we calculated ZCNC = 113.3°, R00 = 125 pm, /?CN 

= 136 pm, J?NH = 152 pm, and RHF = 99 pm, and found the most 
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Table I. Results of Calculations on the Amide-
Fluoride Hydrogen Bond 

molecule" total energy,6 hartrees 

forma mide 
formamido anion (4) 
formamide-fluoride (1) 
formamide-fluoride (2) 
formamide-fluoride (3) 
acetamide 
acetamido anion 
acetamide-flu oride 
methylformamide 
methylformamido anion (5) 
methylformamide-fluoride 
fluoride ionc 

hydrogen fluoride0 

-168.898 482 
-168.286 115 
-268.381 192 
-268.370 184 
-268.345 680 
-207.935 413 
-207.318 330 
-307.412 886 
-207.914 891 
-207.298 706 
-307.391 792 

-99.414 059 
-100.038 590 

details of molecular geometries, see text. b Using 
[4s2p/2slp] basis set. c From ref 7. 

stable conformation to have P located trans to the carbonyl group, 
as in (1), with an TV-methyl C - H bond eclipsing the C-N bond. 
The methylformamido anion, HCONCH3", was determined to 
have an optimal structure in which /?CN = 135.5 pm, Rco = 126 
pm and / C N C = 109.1° with the N-methyl group cis to the 
carbonyl group and staggered with respect to the C-N bond (5). 

u U 

H ^ H ^ O ^ / 

4 H ^ 
5 

Experimental Section 
Formamide and methylformamide were dried over molecular sieves. 

The alkali metal fluorides were dried under vacuum at 100 0C. Solu
bilities were measured at 20 0C by evaporating the solvent from a 
weighed amount of solution and weighing the residual fluoride. Solutions, 
on standing for several days exposed to the atmosphere, deposited crystals 
of the corresponding difluoride salt. 

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 457 spectrometer 
with NaCl optics. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were recorded 
on a Bruker HFX 90 spectrometer operating at 90 MHz (1H) and 84.7 
MHz ("F). The "F NMR spectra of CsF in HCONHCH3 showed a 
singlet with the following chemical shifts (ppm from external CFCl3): 
-142.2 at 1.06 m, -138.6 at 1.45 m, -131.3 at 1.80 m, and -126.1 at 2.12 
m. A plot of chemical shift 5 vs. molality showed a linear relationship 
5(19F) -159.8 + 15.5 m. 

The 15F NMR spectra of KF in solutions of HCONH2-H2O at a 
concentration of 1 g of KF per 10 g of solution gave the following 
chemical shifts (ppm from external CFCl3): neat HCONH2, -97.1, very 
broad signal; 0.39 mol fraction H2O in HCONH2, -106.7, broad signal; 
0.71 mol fraction H2O in HCONH2, -112.3, sharp signal; pure H2O, 
-118.5, sharp signal. A plot of chemical shift vs. mole fraction H2O 
showed a linear relationship 6(19F) -97.1 - 21.4*H20. 

Discussion 
The results of our ab initio calculations are presented in Table 

I. It has recently been agreed that in order to impose a reasonable 
upper bound upon their magnitudes, the energies of very strong, 
asymmetric hydrogen bonds between two closed-shell molecules 
should be defined with respect to the pair of component molecules 
which are closer, either energetically or structurally, to the hy
drogen bonded system.36,37 With use of either criterion it is clear 
that the amide-fluoride hydrogen bonds studied here should be 
defined with respect to the amido anion and hydrogen fluoride 
not to the amide and fluoride ions. A similar situation arose for 
the carboxylic acid-fluoride hydrogen bonds.36,37 For form
amide-fluoride we have the linear distortion indices37 A(N-H) 
= 0.43 and A(F-H) = 0.09, which illustrates the fact that the 

(36) W. J. Bouma and L. Radom, Chem. Phys. Lett., 64, 216 (1979). 
(37) J. Emsley and R. E. Overill, Chem. Phys. Lett., 65, 616 (1979). 
(38) G. H. F. Diercksen, W. von Niessen, and W. P. Kraemer, Theor. 

Chim. Acta, 31, 205 (1973). 
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Table II. League Table of the Strongest Hydrogen Bonds 

hydrogen bond 
system energy, kj mol"' basis ref 

[F-H-F]- 214 [5s3p/3slp] 7 
[HCON(H)-H-F]- 148 [4s2p/2slp] this 

work 
[H2O-H-OHJ+ 135 [5s4pld/3slp] 6 
[HF-H-FH]+ 128 [5s4pld/3slp] 38 
[HC(O)O-H-O(O)CH]- 123 [4s2p/2slp] 3 
[Q-H-Cl]- 121 [4s2pld/2slp] 4 
[HC(O)O-H-F]- 105 [5s3p/3slp] 7,37 
[HO-H-OH]- 105 [5s4pld/3slp] 5 
[HO-H-F]- 96 [5s4pld/3slp] 8 

amide N-H bond has been stretched almost five times more than 
the F-H bond of hydrogen fluoride. Our corresponding values 
for formic acid-fluoride7 are A(O-H) = 0.45 and A(F-H) = 
0.08, clearly demonstrating the structural similarity of the two 
hydrogen bonds. Our theoretical energetics for formamide-
fluoride may be summarized as follows: the hydrogen bond energy 
of 1 (relative to HCONH" and HF) is 148 kJ mol"1, the alternative 
structure 2 is less stable than 1 by 29 kJ mol"1, and the barrier 
to transfer of fluoride ion between the two amide protons 1 and 
2 via the transition state 3 is 93 kJ mol-1. 

For acetamide-fluoride the hydrogen bond energy is likewise 
147 kJ mol-1, but in the case of methylformaide-fluoride the 
strength of the hydrogen bond is slightly decreased to 143 kJ mol-1. 

These results unexpectedly place the amide-fluoride hydrogen 
bond as the second strongest type of hydrogen bond and the 
strongest heteronuclear hydrogen bond. On the basis of the most 
recent ab initio results available, a league table of the strongest 
hydrogen bonds has been drawn up (see Table II), which shows 
the amide-fluoride systems as one of a group of very strong 
hydrogen bonds with energies between 100 and 150 kJ mol"1. It 
is interesting to observe from Table II that while the isoelectronic 
complexes H5O2

+ and H3F2
+ are calculated to have very similar 

hydrogen bond energies, the isoelectronic pair HF2" and H3O2" 
differ by a factor of 2 in this respect. The formamide-fluoride 
system also has a significantly stronger hydrogen bond that its 
isoelectronic counterpart, formic acid-fluoride. 

As far as we are aware, these are the first ab initio molecular 
structure calculations on amide-fluoride systems, and on the 
corresponding amido (amide conjugate base) anions. A brief 
discussion of the latter species, which is isoelectronic with the 
carboxylate anions, is therefore also of interest. Our geometry 
optimizations of these molecules show that, relative to their parent 
amides in the same basis set,39 the C-N bond is shortened by 5 
pm and the C = O bond is lengthened by 5 pm. This can be 
understood in terms of resonance between two structures (4) which 
delocalize the negative charge. In the case of the formamido and 
acetamido anions, the second of these resonance structures favors 
the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond which will 
further stabilize these anions. This is not possible with the me
thylformamido anion (5) and probably accounts for the slightly 
smaller hydrogen bond energy of this system. 

How do these amide-fluoride hydrogen bond energies compare 
with those of other amide hydrogen bonds? The cyclic dimer 
(HCONH2)2 has hydrogen bond energies calculated at 41.419 and 
31.8 kJ mol"1.21 The systems RCONHRZ-H2O, where R and R' 
can be either or both of H or CH3, in which the amide acts as 
the hydrogen bond donor, have energies of 24.1 (R = R' = CH3) 
to 26.8 (R = R' = H)24 to 28.4 kJ mol"1 (R = R' = H).19 Energies 
of this order are in the expected range for conventional, i.e., weak, 
hydrogen bonds, and this is the picture that emerges from other 
amide hydrogen bonds. Clearly the amide-fluoride hydrogen bond 
reported here is in a different category. 

Comparison of the amide-fluoride bond with other N - H - F " 
hydrogen bonds is not possible since unfortunately none has been 
calculated to date.2 However there are results for the NH 3 -HF 

(39) J. E. del Bene, G. T. Worth, F. T. Marchese, and M. E. Conrad, 
Theor. Chim. Acta, 36, 195 (1975). 
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combination40 which show a minimum energy state H3N"-H-F 
with a hydrogen bond energy of 48.9 kJ mol"1 and the proton of 
the hydrogen bond residing nearer the fluorine than the nitrogen 
so that /?HF = 105.4 pm, a value that compares well with the 
amide-fluoride situation. In the solid phase this system behaves 
as NH4F with the hydrogen bonding between an ammonium cation 
and the fluoride anion, i.e., +N-H—P, as revealed by X-ray 
crystallography.41 

Experimental evidence for fluorides KF, RbF, and CsF between 
amides and fluoride was sought from IR and NMR spectroscopic 
investigations of fluoride solutions in the solvents HCONH2 and 
HCONHCH3, in which, rather surprisingly, potassium and cesium 
fluorides are soluble. Such solutions are metastable and the chief 
product of decomposition is, even more surprisingly, the corre
sponding difluoride. This salt settles out of solution. That a 
fluoride ion can abstract a proton from these solvents is in accord 
with our ab initio calculations which show that the proton resides 
near to the fluoride in the very strong hydrogen bond. 

The alkali metal fluorides KF, RbF, and CsF are noted for their 
high solubilities in water, liquid HF, and aliphatic carboxylic acids, 
but little else.42 In all these solvents very strong hydrogen bonding 
plays a key role. Dimethylformamide, despite its relative per
mittivity of 36.1, is not a good solvent for KF, for example, 
dissolving barely any at room temperature. Replacement of one 
of the methyl groups of DMF with a proton has a remarkable 
effect on the relative permittivity, e(HCONHCH3) = 182, and 
the solubility of KF, which is 83.7 g kg"1. Replacement of both 
methyl groups produces HCONH2 (e = 111) and the solubility 
of KF rises to 126 g kg-1 showing that this is not related to the 
polarity of the solvent but rather to its enhanced ability to solvate 
the anion. (Alkali metal cation solvation in these solvents involves 
the carbonyl oxygen end of the molecule.43) Cesium fluoride in 
these two protic solvents has solubilities of 204.9 and 1204 g kg"1, 
respectively. These high solubilties of fluorides are indirect support 
but are not real evidence of strong hydrogen bonding. 

Dissolving KF in HCONH2 produces a very viscous solution, 
reminiscent of the solutions produced by this salt in glacial acetic 
acid where strong hydrogen bonds break up the cyclic dimers of 
the solvent to form linear solvent polymers.44 A saturated solution 
of KF in HCONH2 will form a gel if left to stand. A hot saturated 
solution deposits crystals of KF-3HCONH2 on cooling. 

We are not the first to report on solutions of alkali metal 
fluorides in HCONH2. Somsen et al.45 measured their heats of 
solution at 25 0C, noting that LiF and NaF dissolve endother-
mically and KF, RbF, and CsF dissolve exothermically. The heat 
of solution of CsF is -31.8 kJ mol"1 which compares well with 
that of CsF in H2O (-34.0 kJ mol"1)45 and CsF in HCO2H (-63.3 
kJ mol"1).46 

Infrared Spectroscopy. The IR spectra of fluoride solutions 
in HCONH2 did not reveal peaks that could be attributed to 
N-H-F hydrogen bonding; the N-H--N vibrational modes blanket 
out a large part of the spectrum. However, the spectrum of a 
saturated solution of CsF in HCONHCH3 showed clearly a new 
and very broad band centered at 1600 cm"1 with an intensity equal 
to that of the neighboring carbonyl absorption. Other bands, but 
much weaker bands, appear at 1360 and 2000 cm"1 in the spec
trum. Although the solvent itself has an intense N-H bending 
mode at 1540 cm"1, the new band at ca. 1600 cm"1 merges with 
it to produce a characteristic hydrogen bond stretching band which 
we identify as arising from the very strong N-H-F" hydrogen 
bond. 

A strong N-H-F" bond has been reported in guanidinium 

(40) M. S. Gordon, D. E. Tallman, C. Monroe, M. Steinbach, and J. 
Armbrust, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 97, 1326 (1975). 

(4I)H. W. W. Ardrian and D. Feil, Acta Crystallogr., Sect. A, A25, 438 
(1969). 

(42) J. Emsley, J. Chem. Soc. A, 2511 (1971). 
(43) A. J. Lees, B. P. Straughan, and D. J. Gardiner, / . Mol. Struct., 54, 

37 (1979). 
(44) J. Emsley, / . Chem. Soc. A, 2702 (1971). 
(45) G. Somsen and J. Coops, Reel. Trav. Chim. Pays-Bas, 84, 985 (1965); 

85, 517 (1966). 
(46) J. Emsley and O. P. A. Hoyte, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., in press. 

fluoride, C(NH2)3
+F",47 and a broad band at 1650 cm"1 is observed 

in the IR spectrum of this salt which is not found in the spectra 
of the other guanidinium halides. 

19F NMR Spectroscopy. Cesium fluoride solutions in HCO-
NHCH3 show a downfield shift of the singlet of P with increasing 
concentration of CsF. Thus at least two environments are con
tributing to the signal and these are presumably the solvated 
fluoride, HCON(CH3)-H-P, and the difluoride, HF2". The latter 
should increase in concentration as the concentration of P in
creases and establishes an equilibrium with the HF which is formed 
as a consequence of the initial very strong hydrogen bond. 

The downfield region is expected from the chemical shifts of 
HF and HF2" in DMF: 5(HF) -117.5 (CF4) and 5(HF2") -83.4 
(CF4).

48 At infinite dilution in HCONHCH3 5(CsF) -160 
(CFCl3), which represents the chemical shift of the fluoride ion 
in the very strong HCON(CH3)-H-P bonding situation. 

Solutions of KF in the mixed-solvent HCONH2-H2O showed 
a linear relationship between 6(19F") and the mole fraction of 
water. This indicates that solvation of the anion is comparable 
for either of the solvent molecules, as would be expected if both 
were capable of forming a strong hydrogen bond. 

Studies of Bu4NBr-HCO15NH2 in the acetonitrile solutions 
showed hydrogen bonding between bromide and solvent and also 
that the trans proton forms a bond 3 kJ mol"1 more stable that 
of the cis proton. 

1H NMR Spectroscopy. Because of their high viscosity the 
spectra of KF- and CsF-HCONH2 solutions are poorly resolved. 
The most noticeable change is the collapse of the doublet of the 
C-H proton to a broad singlet which means that the energy barrier 
to rotation about the molecule's C-N bond is reduced to allow 
free rotation of the NH2 group. The formation of a strong hy
drogen bond with its concomitant transfer of negative charge to 
the nitrogen atom localizes the amide's IT system on the carbonyl 
group and away from the C-N bond, thus permitting the rotation. 
This very broad resonance of the NH2 group remains in the same 
region of the spectrum. 

Lithium chloride, bromide, and iodide salts are quite soluble 
in HCONH2, and at concentrations greater than 1:8 of LiX: 
HCONH2, the spectrum retains the doublet of doublets of the 
C-H group. The NH2 signal, though still broad due to quadrupole 
moment broadening of 14N, shows a clear triplet structure.43 

Curiously LiF is not very soluble in HCONH2 at room temper
ature, and comparison could not be made with these lithium halide 
solutions. 

Methylformamide has a complex set of bands at ca. 8 ppm in 
its 1H NMR spectrum, as well as the CH3 signals at 2-3 ppm. 
On addition of CsF the CH and NH2 bands at ca. 8 ppm merge 
to a broad singlet. There also appears, at concentrations of CsF 
greater than 2 m, another weak singlet at ca. 5.8 ppm which we 
tentatively assign to the CH of the anion HCONCH3" and a 
multiplet at 1.2 ppm which we assign to the CH3 group. It might 
be that exchange of protons between the solvent molecules and 
the HCONCH3" ion is slow on the NMR time scale. If HF2" is 
to exist in these solutions, as the 19F NMR spectra suggest, then 
it presupposes the formation of HCONCH3". A proton signal 
for HF2" was not observed—presumably since exchange between 
it and HCON(CH3)-H-P is rapid. 

Biochemical Implications. Proteins are long-chain peptide 
polymers interconnected by hydrogen bonds formed betwen the 
N-H group of one amide fragment and the carbonyl group of 
another fragment on a parallel chain.49 By such interpeptide 
hydrogen bonds the macromolecular structure is maintained. The 
strength of such hydrogen bonds is thought to be of the same order 
as that between simpler amides such as methylacetamide linear 
polymers and 6-valerolactam cyclic ones, where the hydrogen bond 
energies are 17.550 and 30" kJ mol"1, respectively. 

(47) O D. Bonner, J. Phys. Chem., 81, 2247 (1977). 
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A recent and comprehensive compilation of the hydrogen 
bonding in amino acids, peptides, and related molecules52 shows 
that N - H - X - (X = Cl and Br) bonds are appreciably longer and 
therefore weaker than hydrogen bonds to other likely acceptors 
such as acetate, phosphate, and sulfate oxygen atoms. No in
stances of N - H - F " systems appear to have been subjected to 
crystal structure determination. 

From our calculations and studies it seems certain that the F 
ion competes successfully for the N-H bond in amide systems. 
Other N-H bonds could also be affected. Considering the 
prevalence of hydrogen bonding involving N - H in biological 
systems, including DNA, it may well be important to avoid undue 
exposure in high concentrations of fluoride ion, which may be able 
to disrupt them. 

The profound biological effects that are being linked to the 
simple fluoride ion such as genetic damage, birth defects, allergy 

(52) S. N. Vinogradov, Int. J. Peptide Protein Res., 14, 281 (1979). 

1. Introduction 
NMR has long played an important role in the study of mo

lecular motion in the solid state.1'2 However, most of the ex
periments to date have been low resolution in nature, observation 
of narrowing of dipolar broadened lines or measurement of re
laxation times Ti and T\„, and thus are limited in ability to 
distinguish among different types of molecular motion. Recent 
advances in solid state NMR techniques3 have made available 
high-resolution line shapes for chemical shielding and thus the 
possibility for much more detailed analysis of molecular motions 
in the solid state. Early studies of this type were made in cases 
for which the motion is of sufficiently high symmetry to reduce 
the powder line shape to a single sharp line.4,5'7 In such cases 
it is possible to distinguish experimentally between models of 
rotational diffusion and jumps between symmetry-related orien
tations, in spite of the fact that the rapid motion line shapes are 
the same. Theoretical6 and experimental7,8 work has shown that 
similarly detailed information may also be obtained in cases where 
the motion is of lower symmetry. 

In this paper we present an analysis of ring rotation in per-
methylferrocene, using the high-resolution approach. This case 
is of particular interest because of the C5 symmetry, which requires 
two parameters, corresponding to jumps of 2ir/5 and 4ir/5 for 
a jump model. Though it may be possible to distinguish the 
relative probability of such jumps by using neutron scattering,9 

no such analysis has yet been successfully completed. However, 

'Taken in part from the Ph.D. Thesis of D. E. Wemmer, Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory Report No. LBL-8042, 1978. 

responses, and cancer53 are difficult to explain as arising from the 
chemistry of this ion, which in aqueous solution is stable and not 
active in bond-forming or bond-breaking reactions, being a very 
weak nucleophile. We believe that we have found, in its strong 
hydrogen bonding potential toward the NH group of amides and 
related biomolecules, an explanation of how this reputedly inert 
ion could disrupt key sites in biological systems. By the same token 
it may also explain why fluoride is an essential element in low 
concentrations, use being made of the N - H - F hydrogen bond 
as an intermediate step in reactions involving amides. 
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since the different types of jumps lead to different kinds of av
eraging in the 13C line shapes, the relative probability may be 
ascertained through analysis of line shapes obtained in the slow-
exchange temperature region. 

2. 13C Line Shapes for Limiting Cases of Motion 
In rigid powder solids, high-resolution 13C spectra may be 

completely characterized by one, or more possibly overlapping 
chemical shielding tensors. If a carbon is at a site of low symmetry, 
then its line shape is the well-known tensor powder pattern cal
culated first by Bloembergen and Rowland.10 If some rapid 
molecular motion occurs (rapid meaning that the correlation time 
is much shorter than the inverse of the spectral width involved), 
then this tensor must be averaged over the motion with an ap
propriate angular weighing function. If the motion is isotropic, 
as in plastic phases, then the chemical shielding tensors are reduced 
to just their trace. If the motion is a uniform uniaxial rotation, 
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Abstract: The ring reorientation in permethylferrocene has been studied by using high-resolution solid-state 13C NMR. The 
constraints which symmetry places upon the number and types of motional parameters which may be determined from the 
NMR spectrum are discussed. From comparison of the experimental line shapes in the slow reorientation temperature range 
with theoretical models for random rotations and symmetry-related jumps, it is concluded that the reorientation occurs as 
jumps between symmetry-related orientations with jumps of 27r/5 highly favored over 47r/5. The activation energy derived 
for the jump process is 13.5 kJ/mol. 
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